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The subject of this paper is a comparative analysis of the plasma parameters inferred from the

classical Langmuir probe procedure, from different theories of the ion current to the probe, and

from measured electron energy distribution function (EEDF) obtained by double differentiation of

the probe characteristic. We concluded that the plasma parameters inferred from the classical

Langmuir procedure can be subjected to significant inaccuracy due to the non-Maxwellian EEDF,

uncertainty of locating the plasma potential, and the arbitrariness of the ion current approximation.

The plasma densities derived from the ion part of the probe characteristics diverge by as much as

an order of magnitude from the density calculated according to Langmuir procedure or calculated

as corresponding integral of the measured EEDF. The electron temperature extracted from the ion

part is always subjected to uncertainty. Such inaccuracy is attributed to modification of the EEDF

for fast electrons due to inelastic electron collisions, and to deficiencies in the existing ion current

theories; i.e., unrealistic assumptions about Maxwellian EEDFs, underestimation of the ion colli-

sions and the ion ambipolar drift, and discounting deformation of the one-dimensional structure of

the region perturbed by the probe. We concluded that EEDF measurement is the single reliable

probe diagnostics for the basic research and industrial applications of highly non-equilibrium gas

discharge plasmas. Examples of EEDF measurements point up importance of examining the probe

current derivatives in real time and reiterate significance of the equipment technical characteristics,

such as high energy resolution and wide dynamic range. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4937446]

I. INTRODUCTION

The electrical probe (Langmuir probe) introduced by

Langmuir1 has been the major plasma diagnostics tool for a

century. It was mostly by means of the electrical probe and

the plasma spectroscopy that contemporary knowledge of the

gas discharge plasmas has been achieved. Langmuir probes

have also been extensively used for diagnostics in industrial

plasma devices operated at relatively low gas pressure. Basics

of the electrical probe technique covering various aspects of

Langmuir probes, including measurement of the electron

energy distribution function (EEDF), are given in Refs. 2–10.

A probe immersed in the plasma inevitably causes local

plasma disturbance creating sheath and presheath area

around the probe, nevertheless, undistorted by the probe

plasma parameters can be inferred from the probe I/V, since

the local plasma perturbations are accounted within applic-

ability of the Langmuir probe theory. Generally, a probe has

to be made small enough for discounting perturbations of the

plasma ionization, the electron energy balances, and dis-

charge current redistribution.7,9

Simplicity of the Langmuir probe concept creates percep-

tion of the probe measurement being a straightforward and

predictable procedure. In fact, “There is no plasma diagnostics

method other than probe diagnostics where the danger of

incorrect measurements and erroneous interpretation of results

are so great.”11 This notion made half a century ago fits well

to diagnostics of modern-day complex plasmas calling for fur-

ther refinement of the probe measurement techniques.

The commonly used probe techniques are the classical

Langmuir method, assortment of methods utilizing the ion

part of the probe characteristic (IPPC), and measurements of

the electron energy distribution. These techniques differ in

complexity, as well as in capability to reveal detailed and

accurate information about the plasma.

The presented article considers three probe diagnostics

methods: (a) the classic Langmuir procedure where the

plasma density and the electron temperature are inferred from

the electron part of the probe characteristic (EPPC), (b) the

probe diagnostics based on the ion part of the probe character-

istic analyzed according to various theories of orbital and ra-

dial ion motion around the probe, and (c) the probe

diagnostics of EEDF according to Druyvesteyn formulation.

In this article, we not deliberate the basics of these methods

assuming reader’s awareness of them from numerous text-

books and reviews. We limit our analysis to ubiquitous cylin-

drical probes in circumstances consistent with existing

collisionless probe theories, i.e., the Langmuir-Druyvesteyn

theory for electrons and the well-known radial and orbital

motion theories for ions. Methods of probe diagnostics in col-

lisional, anisotropic, and magnetized plasmas are described in

Refs. 8 and 9.

II. CLASSIC LANGMUIR PROBE

The starting point of the Langmuir probe method is acqui-

sition of the volt/ampere (probe) characteristic, Ip(V), of a small

electrode (probe) immersed into the plasma. In accordance
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with Langmuir probe theory, the local plasma parameters, i.e.,

the electron temperature Te and the plasma density n, can be

inferred from the probe characteristic, Ip(V). The probe I/V

characteristic is given by the sum of the electron and ion

components

IpðVÞ ¼ Ie0 expðeV=TeÞ– IiðVÞ;

where Ip is the probe current, Ie0 is the electron current to the

probe at the plasma potential (at V¼Vs¼ 0), Ie0¼ enSp

(Te=2pm)1/2 is the electron saturation current, e and m are,

correspondingly, the electron charge and mass, Te is the elec-

tron temperature in the units of energy, (eV), Sp is the probe

collecting area, Ii is the ion current on the probe, and V is the

probe potential referenced to the plasma potential.

An exemplary probe characteristic Ip(V) is shown in

Fig. 1(a). The probe characteristic consists of three zones:

the ion attracting part at V<Vf, the electron repelling part at

V<Vs, and the electron attracting or electron saturation part

at V>Vs. Here, Vf is the floating potential. Each part of the

Ip(V) carries some information about the plasma parameters;

however, obtainability and accuracy of inference of the

plasma parameters from different parts of the probe charac-

teristic are substantially different.

Let us start by discussing the classical Langmuir proce-

dure for obtaining the plasma parameters (Te and n) from the

electron repelling part of the probe characteristic. This pro-

cedure is valid only for Maxwellian electron energy distribu-

tion and absence of electron collisions in the probe vicinity.

A detailed list of assumptions and limitations for applicabil-

ity of the classical Langmuir probe diagnostics is given in

Refs. 7–9.

The classical procedure usually starts by extrapolating

of the ion current Ii(V) from some high negative potential

(where the probe electron current is negligible) to the un-

identified yet plasma potential. Fortunately, the plasma pa-

rameters inferred with the Langmuir probe procedure are not

sensitive to the accuracy of the ion current extrapolation

(since at V>Vf, Ii� Ie), and linear extrapolation of Ii(V) is

sufficient for obtaining the electron part of the probe charac-

teristic Ie(V)¼ Ip(V) � Ii(V) at V>Vf. On the other hand, at

V<Vf, Ie(V) obtained from such ion current extrapolation

comes out uncertain because the ion extrapolation impact

becomes critical. This issue is discussed later in the paper.

A typical plot of ln[Ie(V)] shown in Fig. 1(b) is pre-

sented in many textbooks and review papers. The linear seg-

ment of the ln[Ie(V)] defines the electron temperature Te, and

the asymptotic crossing point defines the plasma potential,

V¼Vs, and the electron saturation current Ie0¼ Ie(V¼Vs).

Then, the electron temperature Te and the plasma density n

are found according to well-known formulae

Te ¼ fdln½IeðVÞ�=dVg�1
and n¼ Ie0½eSpðTe=2pmÞ1=2��1:

However, in practice, for properly designed probes, there is

no clearly displayed saturation of the electron current at

V>Vs, and a distinctive brake point on the ln[Ie(V)] curve;

the transition from the electron repelling to the electron

attracting area is relatively smooth. An experimental probe

characteristic look like one shown in Fig. 1 only when the

probe is large or/and the plasma density is high, so that the

probe sheath thickness is small comparing to the probe

radius.

The desire to obtain textbook-like probe characteristics

with a visible saturation and a sharp bend leads some begin-

ners to use excessively large probes. Such probes create the

plasma disturbances which are difficult to account for and

also may cause the voltage applied to the probe to split

between the probe sheath and others elements of the probe

circuit, resulting in significant inaccuracy of inferred plasma

parameters.9

The plasma potential found by differentiation Ip(V) gives

precise Vs value corresponding to the maximum of dIp/dV or

d2Ip/dV2¼ 0.7 This is a straightforward and dependable way

to find the plasma potential, which is more convenient and of-

ten more accurate than that of emissive probe.6 Attempts to

pinpointing the plasma potential directly on the Ip(V) curve

create uncertainty due to smooth transition of the probe cur-

rent to saturation and lead to significant errors in the plasma

density inference from the probe characteristic. This is illus-

trated in Fig. 2 for the probe characteristics and their first

derivatives measured in the CCP at 13.56 MHz in the bench-

mark argon gas at 0.03 and 0.3 Torr.10

As seen in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), there is no distinct bend

of the probe characteristics at the true plasma potential

located at maximum of dIp/dV. Presentation of the EPPCs in

a semi-log scale ln[Ie(V)] shown in Fig. 3 allows to find the

plasma potential VsL in accordance with the Langmuir pro-

cedure (at the point of the asymptotic crossing). The plasma

potential for p¼ 0.03 Torr found this way is somewhat

higher than the true plasma potential, Vs, found at d2Ie(V)/

dV2¼ 0. According to Fig. 3 (and that is typical for plasmas

having a Maxwellian distribution for low energy electrons)

at 0.03 Torr, the true plasma potential, Vs, falls closer to the

inflection point Vsi, rather than to the asymptotic crossing

point VsL.

Much larger error in determining the plasma potential

occurs at p¼ 0.3 Torr. In this case, the value of VsL is notice-

ably lower than the true plasma potential, Vs, found at

d2Ie(V)/dV2¼ 0, while at the inflection point, Vsi is even fur-

ther from Vs. Such wide gap in determining the plasma

potentials lead to an order of magnitude error in finding the

FIG. 1. Ideal probe characteristics in linear (a) and semi-log (b) scale

according to the Langmuir concept.
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electron saturation currents Ie0 and, correspondingly, in the

calculated plasma density. It also worth noting that Ip(V) in

the electron saturation area is not an exponent, and the slope

of the line interpolating ln[Ie(V)] would depend on applied

voltage span going beyond the plasma potential, which adds

uncertainty to finding the potential VsL at the asymptotic

crossing point.

The case of p¼ 0.03 Torr shown in Fig. 3 is a non-

Maxwellian two-temperature structure of the EPPC with the

temperature of cold electrons, Tec¼ 0.73 eV, and the tempera-

ture of hot electrons, Teh¼ 4.2 eV; following Langmuir proce-

dure yields the plasma density, nL¼ 5.9� 109 cm�3. The

corresponding values after differentiation of the EPPC from

the electron energy probability function (EEPF), f(e) shown in

Fig. 4, are: Tec¼ 0.50 eV and Teh¼ 3.4 eV, with the effective

electron temperature Teff¼ 2/3hei¼ 0.67 eV and plasma den-

sity n¼ 4.4� 109 cm�3. In this case, the error of the plasma

density calculated from the EPPC following Langmuir proce-

dure is 34%.

In case of 0.3 Torr, this error becomes even more signifi-

cant. The differences between the true plasma potential, Vs,

at d2Ie(V)/dV2¼ 0 and those found at the intersection point,

VsL, and at the inflection point, Vsi, are shown in Fig. 3. The

values of the electron saturation current Ieo found at VsL and

Vsi, and calculated from these Ieo plasma densities, are lower

than the true values of Ie0 and n, by corresponding factors of

2.6 and 14.

The electron temperature found according to Langmuir

procedure from the linear part of ln[Ie(V)] for 0.3 Torr

(shown in Fig. 3), TeL¼ 1.37 eV, while the effective electron

temperature found from EEPF shown in Fig. 4 EEPF,

Teff¼ 3.4 eV, and Teh¼ 0.71 eV. These numbers and those

for 0.03 Torr demonstrate how misleading can be values of

slow and fast electron temperatures found from the EPPC for

non-Maxwellian plasmas following Langmuir routine.

The main reason for so large disparity in inferred values

of the n and the Te at 0.3 Torr is a non-Maxwellian,

Druyvesteyn-like EEPF. This kind of distribution is typical

in dc and rf discharges in Ramsauer gases (Ar, Kr, and Xe)

at x2� �en
2 and/or at relatively low plasma density when

electron-electron collision frequency, �ee� nTe
�3/2, is not

high enough to Maxwellize the electron energy distribution.

FIG. 2. Probe characteristics Ip(V) and their first derivatives I0p(V) measured

in argon CCP.10

FIG. 3. EEPFs presented in semi-log scale.10 Horizontal arrows point to the

true plasma potentials, Vs found at d2Ip/dV2¼ 0, while vertical arrows point

to the floating probe potentials. Also shown here are VsL and Vsi.

FIG. 4. EEPF for Ar CCP at 0.03 and 0.3 Torr obtained through double dif-

ferentiation of the probe characteristics presented in Fig. 3.
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Here, x is the angular rf frequency, and �en is the electron-

neutral collision frequency. A non-Maxwellian EEDF in

both the elastic (e< e*) and inelastic (e> e*) energy ranges

is typical for gas discharge plasmas. The EEDF in the elastic

energy range may get close to the Maxwellian distribution

(dependent on �en(e) function, x/�en ratio, and the plasma

density), while in most cases, the EEDF in the inelastic

energy range, e> e*, visibly diverts from the EEDF in elastic

energy range, e< e*.

In the vicinity of the floating potential, Vf, only hot elec-

trons (e� e*) reach the probe, and the EPPC (inferred as

Ie¼ Ip� Ii) gives extremely inaccurate presentation of the

electron temperature of the hot electrons, Teh, due to uncer-

tainty in the ion current approximation (which is discussed

later in this article).

When the plasma density is high (roughly, at

n> 1011 cm�3), the EEDF in the elastic energy range gets

close to the Maxwellian distribution, and the plasma parameters

found from the Langmuir routine and the EEDF do not differ

significantly. However, the electron distribution temperature of

fast electrons, Teh, may be lower than TeL (due to inelastic

processes and lack of e-e collisions), or higher than TeL (due to

stochastic heating of fast electrons in low pressure capacitively

coupled plasma, CCP and inductively coupled plasma, ICP).

In conclusion of this chapter, let us state main problems

limiting application of the classic Langmuir probe

diagnostics:

(a) Non-Maxwellian shape of EEDF in elastic energy

range, e< e*.

(b) Uncertainty in the plasma potential evaluation.

(c) Inaccuracy in finding Teh due to arbitrariness of the ion

current approximation.

These problems are intrinsic to the Langmuir procedure

and they limit its applicability, although the experiment may

comply with other important requirements of proper probe

diagnostics, i.e., small probe size, absence of electron colli-

sions, clean probe surface, no stray impedance in the probe

circuit, and no rf and low frequency noise.9 All three prob-

lems (a, b, c) mentioned above can be avoided by differentia-

tion of the probe characteristic and obtaining the EEDF in

wide range of electron energy.7,10

III. ION PART OF THE PROBE CHARACTERISTIC

The IPPC is frequently used for inferring the plasma

density and temperature due to its simplicity. Unlike the

EPPC, the IPPC acquisition does not require a large area ref-

erence (grounded) electrode to close the probe current path.

The IPPC can be acquired in different arrangements, with a

single, a double, or a triple probe. In all of these cases, the

electron temperature, Tei, is found from the IPPC in the

vicinity of the floating potential, Vf. For a single probe

Tei ¼ eIe½dIe=dV��1 ¼ eðIp � IiÞ½dIp=dV� dIi=dV��1:

Usually, for a single probe, Tei is found at the floating poten-

tial (V¼Vf). It is advisable to choose the probe potential

somewhat higher than Vf, which would minimize the impact

of arbitrariness of the ion current approximation Ii(V) on ac-

curacy of Tei; biasing beyond Vf can be applied to a single

probe but not viable for floating double and triple probes.

The plasma density inferred from the IPPC, ni, accord-

ing to one of many ion current theories is found from the ion

saturation current at a high negative potential. Two basic the-

ories are used today for inferring the plasma density from the

IPPC.12 One of them, the radial motion theory (RMT), which

accounts only for the radial ion motion to the probe, was pro-

posed by Allen et al.13 and modified by Chen14 for the prac-

tical cylindrical probe. The RMT is also frequently referred

to as ABRC theory, named after its authors. Another, the or-

bital motion theory (OMT), which accounts for the orbital

ion motion, was proposed by Mott-Smith and Langmuir15

(the OML theory), and later refined by Bernstein and

Rabinowitz16 and Laframboise.17 The refined OMT is fre-

quently referred to as BRL theory. Both, RMT and OMT

assume absence of ion collisions in the orbital zone or/and

the probe sheath area; they also assume a Maxwellian elec-

tron and ion energy distributions. There is no clear boundary

between applicability areas of each theory. Applicability of

the OMT usually implies ap/kD� 1, while the RMT applic-

ability usually suggests a final ratio ap/kD> 1. Here, ap is the

probe radius, and kD is the electron Debye length.

While some publications affirm plausible agreement of

the plasma densities, ni found from the IPPC with the den-

sities found from the EPPC and others independent diagnos-

tics, special studies on this subject10,18–21 point towards

substantial differences between them. These studies demon-

strated vast difference of ni values found through OMT and

RMT compared to the n calculated from the EPPC using the

Langmuir procedure, the measured EEDF, and measure-

ments with different microwave probe techniques.

For example, in Ref. 18, the plasma density found in the

positive column of the dc discharge in helium at 40 mTorr

and the discharge current 0.2 A, from the EEDF, from the or-

bital theory for electrons, the OMT, and the RMT for ions

are, correspondingly, related as 1.0, 0.85, 9.0, and 0.25 (36

times difference in ni values!). Similar patterns of significant

differences between the plasma densities were found for he-

lium and nitrogen over the range of discharge currents and

gas pressures.18

Significant disagreements between plasma densities

inferred from the ion OMT and the EEPF were found in a

CCP at argon pressure 0.3 and 0.03 Torr.10 The plasma den-

sity at p¼ 0.03 Torr found from the OMT was 2.5 times

larger than from the EEPF, and for p¼ 0.3 Torr, was 3.3

times larger. On the other hand, calculation of the ion satura-

tion currents according to the RMT13,14 using plasma den-

sities found from EEPF at 0.03 Torr showed 6.2 times larger

current than found in the experiment.10 This corresponds to

underestimated plasma density inferred from the RMT in 6

times, similarly to that found in Ref. 18. The ion saturation

current calculated according to the RMT for 0.3 Torr showed

0.72 of the measured current, although at p¼ 0.3 Torr the

probe sheath is strongly collisional (ki� ds<R0) making

both the RMT and OMT not applicable.

The ion current, Isim, to a cylindrical probe in argon

plasma at 1, 10, and 100 mTorr has been calculated by Iza
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and Lee19 using particle-in cell simulation. These gas pres-

sures correspond to collisionless, weakly/moderate, and

highly collisional ion motion in the probe vicinity. The simu-

lations assumed a Maxwellian EEDF and fixed plasma den-

sity, n0, and electron temperature.

Plasma densities calculated according to radial ABRC,

orbital BRL, and Tichy et al.20 (accounting for ion colli-

sions) theories using the Isim values have shown dramatic

discrepancy with the plasma density n0 set in the simulation.

Thus, at 1, 10, and 100 mTorr, BRL theory, correspondingly,

gave ni/n0� 3, 4, and 2, while ABRC theory gave

ni/n0� 0.3, 0.45, and 0.14. Somewhat less disagreement was

found in collisionless regime, and plausible agreement

occurred in collisional regime using Tichy’s theory20

accounting for ion collisions: ni/n0� 2, 0.75, and 0.9.

Comparison of plasma densities found from the EEDF

measurement, cut-off and hairpin microwave probes, and

from IPPC using OML theory has been performed in argon

ICP between 7 and 22 mTorr.21 Corresponding ratios for

plasma densities were found as 1.0, 1.1, 1.45, and about 3;

that, again, show considerable difference between the plasma

density found from the ion part of the probe characteristic

and those found from three others electrical and microwave

probe methods.

Close values for plasma densities found from EEDF and

cut-off probe (by measuring the plasma frequency,

xpe¼ e(n/4pm)1/2) are not fortuitous, as both methods are

based on theories with minimal assumptions. Indeed, both

methods (within their applicability, i.e., when ap� ke and

�2
en<x2

pe) do not depend on the probe geometry, EEDF,

and electron and ion collision rate.

The results of above studies are presented in Table I,

where the plasma densities, n obtained by different meth-

ods are related to those, n0 found as appropriate integrals

of the measured EEDFs. Plasma densities ratios, n/n0 cal-

culated according to OMT and RMT to those found in Ref.

19 through particle-in-cell simulation are also included in

this table.

As seen from Table I, the plasma density values inferred

from the IPPC using the OMT and RMT significantly

diverge (often above an order of magnitude). Both IPPC and

OMT data are consistently different from correspondent val-

ues obtained from EPPC and microwave probes (up to an

order of magnitude). Ironically, some less discrepancy is

observed for relatively high gas pressure when collisionless

OMT and RMT are not applicable at all.

Table I shows plasma densities found from the EPPC in

plausible agreement with those found with the cut-off probe

and EEDF (except of argon CCP at p¼ 0.3 Torr, when the

EEDF is strongly non-Maxwellian in the elastic energy

range). In the last case, using the true plasma potential found

through the EPPC differentiation results in even larger error

(by the factor of 0.07). Apparently, the classical Langmuir

procedure is not applicable for such plasmas.

Large diversion between the plasma density obtained

from the IPPC and all others independent methods is attrib-

uted to many unrealistic assumptions put into IPPC theories.

The most frequently mentioned reason for the discrepancy is

ion-neutral collisions. Indeed, both the EPPC and the IPPC

theories assume a collisionless motion of the charged par-

ticles in the area perturbed by the probe, in the space charged

sheath and in the orbital zone; in abbreviated form this

means ki	 ds, Ro, where ki is the ion mean free path, ds is

the probe sheath thickness, and Ro is the radius of the orbital

zone.

Let us roughly estimate, what is the maximal gas pres-

sure, pmax, at which the collisionless condition ki	Ro is sat-

isfied. For the cylindrical OMT, the radius of the orbital zone

given in Ref. 22 is Ro¼ ap(�eV/Ti)
1/2; thus, the absence of

ion collisions is equivalent to ki	 ap(eV/Ti)
1/2, where Ti is

the ion temperature. For the cylindrical RMT, i.e., for ABR/

Chen theory at highly negative biased probe, the sheath

thickness may be approximated as ds�10 kD, and the colli-

sionless condition is equivalent to ki	 10 kD.

Assuming here and later, the sign “	” staying for the

factor of 10, and selecting typical plasma parameters

n¼ 1� 1011 cm�3, Te¼ 3 eV, Ti¼ 0.03 eV, the probe radius

ap¼ 5� 10�3 cm, the ion mean free path for argon ki¼ (p/

300) cm, and the probe voltage V¼�60 V, we obtain for

applicability of OMT pmax¼ 1.5 mTorr, and for RMT¼ 7.4

mTorr. If n¼ 1� 1010 cm�3, RMT can be applied up to

pmax¼ 2.3 mTorr. Such values of pmax correspond to the low

end of the gas pressure range useful for the plasma process-

ing and basic research applications.

For comparison, let us estimate pmax for applicability of

the EPPC in Langmuir and Druyvesteyn procedures, which,

correspondingly, involve ln[Ie(V)] and d2Ie(V)/dV2. The

effect of electron-neutral collisions leads to depletion of the

electron current to the probe at the vicinity of the plasma

potential Vs where ds� kD. This depletion at elevated gas

pressure is caused by collisions in the probe sheath and pre-

sheath decreasing the electron diffusion to the probe.9 The

collisionless condition for applicability of the EPPC can be

written as ke	 apþ kD. Taking the parameters values

selected in the previous estimate and assuming for argon

ke¼ (1.5� 10�2/p) cm, we find pmax¼ 740 mTorr. Thus, the

maximal pressure where the EPPC can be applied is over

two orders of magnitude larger than that for the IPPC. This

seems a serious reason to be cautious when choosing the ion

part of the probe characteristic for the plasma diagnostics.

There were many attempts to mend IPPC theories by

accounting for ion collisions,12,20–24 but they have not pro-

duce any reliable methods for practical applications.

Obstacles in refining IPPC methods, to our mind, come from

TABLE I. Plasma density error factor n/n0.

Source Gas/pressure EPPC

Ion

OMT

Ion

RMT

Cut-off

pr.

Hairpin

pr.

Ref. 10 Ar, 30 mTorr 1.34 2.5 0.16

Ref. 10 Ar, 0.3 Torr 0.38/0.07 3.3 1.4

Ref. 18 He, 40 mTorr 0.85 9 0.25

Ref. 21 Ar, 7–22 mTorr 2.6–3.25 1.1 1.5

Ref. 19 Ar, 1 mTorr � 3 0.3

Ref. 19 Ar, 10 mTorr � 4 0.45

Ref. 19 Ar, 0.1 Torr � 2 0.14
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the issues not addressed in IPPC original theories. Let us dis-

cuss these deficiencies.

As mentioned above, the electron temperature, specifi-

cally the electron energy distribution, EEDF is the key factor

defining the shape of the IPPC. All IPPC theories make a
priori assumption of a Maxwellian EEDF that is not the case

for most of the gas discharge plasmas. The high-energy tail

of the EEPF usually has its distribution temperature, The, dif-

ferent from the main body of electrons, TeL; that is true even

for very dense plasmas, where the main body of thermal

electrons in the elastic energy range is Maxwellian. The tail

distribution temperature, Teh, can be lower than TeL, due to

electron inelastic collisions at e> e*, or higher than TeL, due

to selective heating of high energy electrons as it occurs in

the low pressure CCP25 and ICP in the regime of the anoma-

lous skin effect.26

Transition from TeL to The in the gas discharge plasmas

takes place around the transition energy, etr, defined by the

main processes of the EEPF tail depletion and enrichment,

such as excitation, ionization, and electron escape to the wall

balanced with electron heating and electron energy redistrib-

ution via e-e collisions. Except of the very low gas pressure,

the transition energy, etr, is close to e*, and this energy can

be lower or higher than the energy corresponding to the

probe floating potential,�eVf. In IPPC routine, the electron

temperature, Tei, is defined at the floating potential, Vf,

therefore, when etr<�eVf, Tei is close to the bulk electron

temperature, TeL, and when etr>�eVf, Tei is close to the tail

electron temperature, The. Which case occurs in particular,

experiment is not known in advance and can be found only

after EEDF measurement.

Another source of uncertainty (subjected to the gas pres-

sure variation) is the difference that was demonstrated above

between values of TeL and The found from the probe charac-

teristic and those found from the EEPF. This leads us to con-

clusion that one cannot be sure of applying correct value of

the electron temperature into IPPC routine unless knows a
priori the real (rather than assumed) EEDF. The floating

potential, Vf, is defined by the EEDF tail corresponding to

electrons having high enough energy to reach the floating

probe. If The<TeL (a depleted tail of the EEPF), jVfj is

lower, while if The>TeL (an enhanced tail of the EEPF), jVfj
is higher than the value predicted by using TeL. It has been

shown by Vasil’eva27 that in the case of the non-Maxwellian

EEDF, the plasma potential distribution in the presheath, the

ion current to the probe, and the Debye length are defined

neither by TeL nor by the electron effective temperature,

Teff¼ 2/3hei, but by the electron screening temperature, Tes

Tes ¼ 2

ð1
0

e�
1
2f eð Þde

� ��1

6¼ Teff ¼
2

3

ð1
0

e
3
2f eð Þde;

where f ðeÞ is the EEPF:
Screening temperature, Tes, is weighted by low energy

electrons, and, for shown in Fig. 4 EEPFs, Tes is close to

Tec<Teff for bi-Maxwellian EEPFs, while Tes>Teff for the

Druyvestein-like distribution. In case of a Maxwellian

EEDF, all electron temperatures are equal: Tes¼TeL¼Tec

¼The¼Teff¼Te. The departure from a Maxwellian EEDF

could be accounted in IPPC theories by replacing Te with

Tes, but that cannot be done without a priori knowledge of

the EEDF.

More effects are unaccounted for in the existing IPPC

theories; these effects also may require additional assump-

tions about floating potential and the ion temperature. Let

consider just few of them.

The ion ambipolar drift in the probe vicinity can make

the probe ion current significantly different from its value

calculated under no-drift assumption. In bounded gas dis-

charge plasmas, the ion drift velocity vi may considerably

exceed the ion thermal velocity viT, in the discharge volume

(but its center) since viT � (Ti/M)1/2< vi 
 vs¼ (Tes/M)1/2.

Although there are theories to account for the unidirec-

tional ion motion in plasma,4 we are not aware of applying

them to IPPC analyses of gas discharge plasmas. In any

case, that would require further assumptions about the

ambipolar field value and its direction reference to the

probe orientation.

The deformation of the probe sheath or the orbital zone

from cylindrical to ellipsoidal may significantly distort the ion

motion around the probe, thus affecting the ion current to the

probe; such deformation takes place at high negative probe

potential, low plasma density, and small ion temperature.

According to OMT theory, the ion current dependence is

Ii(V) � V1/2 for a cylindrical orbital zone and Ii(V) � V for a

spherical zone. The orbital zone approaches a spherical shape

when its size becomes comparable to the probe half-length, l/2.

For typical plasma parameters and the probe radius, consid-

ered above (n¼ 1011 cm�3, Te¼ 3 eV, Ti¼ 0.03 eV, ap¼ 5

� 10�3 cm), the orbital zone radius, R0¼ 1.7 mm, is compa-

rable with l=2 of a practical probe length; l¼ (3–10) mm.

Since the radius of the cylindrical orbital zone, R0, is propor-

tional to the probe radius, ap, for frequently used in experi-

ments probe radii larger than 5� 10�3 cm, one would expect

the validity of spherical, rather than cylindrical OMT.

Similar effect would show up at the radial ion motion at

low plasma density and large negative probe potential, when

the probe sheath thickness ds � 10 kD is comparable to l/2.
Not taking these deformations into account is a serious draw-

back in applying present IPPC theories to real experiments.

We believe that mentioned above effect non-accounted in

IPPC theories are the reason for notorious inaccuracy in the

plasma parameters inferred from these theories.

We doubt “surprising validity of OML theory,”12 based

on the fact that the ion current to the cylindrical probe can be

well fitted to Ii(V)/V1/2 dependence by varying two

unknown values: the plasma potential and the plasma den-

sity. This validity has not been proven with independent

plasma density measurements in the same plasma. The de-

pendence Ii(V)/V1/2 is not a sufficient condition to ensure

validity of OML theory.

Our understanding is that none of the existing theories

for the ion part of the probe current can consistently yield

accurate plasma parameters and make dependable tools for

plasma diagnostics. An exception could be the RMT applied

to a very dense plasma when kD< ap� ki, with a

Maxwellian EEDF up to the electron energy well exceeding

the floating probe potential; but the very existence of such
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condition has to be confirmed by EEDF measurements or

established through a strong theoretical argument.

For example, let us consider dense plasma with cold elec-

trons when the frequency of the electron-electron collisions,

�ee / nTe
�3/2, is large enough for EEDF Maxwellization. In

this case, the EEDF can be Maxwellian up to the electron

energy e within the interval jeVfj< e< e* for all electrons par-

ticipating in formation of the probe characteristic around the

probe floating potential. In argon plasma e*¼ 11.56 eV, and a

Maxwellian EEDF around Vf is possible in a weak electron

heating electric field, with Te< (1–2) eV and jeVfj < (4–8) eV.

Applying traditional techniques, which use the EPPC

and the IPPC for processing of the probe characteristic

obtained in the non-equilibrium plasma, may lead to signifi-

cant errors (up to an order of magnitude) in calculating the

plasma basic parameters. The accuracy especially deterio-

rates when the inferred value of Tei found at the floating

potential, Vf, and represents only a small portion of electrons

of the high-energy tail of the EEDF. Departure of high-

energy electrons from Maxwellian distribution is quite com-

mon in low-pressure gas discharge plasmas, while the extent

of this departure is not known in advance. Therefore, acqui-

sition of the full probe characteristic followed by its differen-

tiation (to get EEDF) is the most informative and reliable

way of the plasma probe diagnostics.

IV. EEDF MEASUREMENTS

The electron velocity distribution function (EVDF),

Fv(r,v,t), is the most complete characteristic of plasma

electrons. Here, r and v are coordinate and velocity vectors.

Having the EVDF, one can find the plasma basic parame-

ters, transport, and chemical reaction coefficients as corre-

sponding integrals of the EVDF. Usually, except the case

when the ratio of the electric field to the gas density, E/N, is

very high, electrons in the bounded gas discharge plasma

exhibit relatively small anisotropy, and their energy distri-

bution can be quite accurately represented by the sum of an

isotropic EVDF, Fv0(r,v,t), and a small anisotropic part,

Fv1(r,v,t). For practical purposes, since Fv0	jFv1j, the

plasma parameters, electron transport, and reaction coeffi-

cients are defined only by Fv0(r,v,t) or by the EEDF,

Fe(r,e,t).
Druyvestein28 has shown that in isotropic plasmas the

EEDF can be found by differentiation of the probe character-

istic according to

d2Ie

dV2
¼ e2Sp

4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2e

mV

r
Fe eð Þ ¼ e2Sp

2
ffiffiffi
2
p f eð Þ;

where f ðeÞ¼ e�1/2 FeðeÞ is the EEPF that for the Maxwellian

distribution presents a straight line on a semi-log scale. The

plasma density and effective electron temperature for an

arbitrarily shaped EEPF can be calculated as

n ¼
ð1

0

ffiffi
e
p

f eð Þde and Teff ¼
2

3
n�1

ð1
0

e
3
2f eð Þde:

Still, making accurate measurements and differentiation of

the probe characteristic turned out not a trivial task. It took

over three decades after Druyvestein published his formula

to demonstrate first experimental results and two more deca-

des to make EEDF measurements a standard procedure.

The fundamental limitation of EEDF measurements

comes from the noise generated in the gas discharge plasma

and noise augmentation inherent to the differentiation proce-

dure. The accuracy of the EEDF can be judged by the suffi-

cient energy resolution (de
 0.3 Te) and sufficiently wide

dynamic range required to detect fast electrons (3–4 orders

of magnitude).7,9 Instruments meeting such requirements

should make the most out of the high-end analog electronics

and digital processing.

The fundamentals of EEDF measurements and various

techniques for differentiation, smoothing, and processing of

the probe I/V characteristics, as well as the analysis of distor-

tions in EEDF measurements and remedies for their mitiga-

tion, can be found in reviews7,9 and in the references given

in those publications.

Comprehensive studies of EEDFs in capacitive29 and in-

ductive discharges30 that revealed some new electron

kinetics effects31–34 have been performed in argon rf plasmas

with a real-time display of the EEPF and the plasma basic

parameters, Teff and n. The examples of measurements of

EEDFs in argon CCP29 and ICP30 in a wide range of gas

pressure are shown, correspondingly, in Figs. 5 and 6.

The real-time display (t¼ 0.1–1 s) of the probe charac-

teristic derivative, d2Ip/dV2� f(e), is the unique way to

detect problems in the probe measurements associated with

the probe contamination, distortions by the low and rf fre-

quency noise, a stray impedance in the probe circuit, and

FIG. 5. EEPF in CCP at 13.56 MHz at different argon pressure.29
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others.9 Differentiation of the probe characteristic also opens

unique possibility for momentary acquisition of the precise

plasma potential and the distribution of fast electrons in the

inelastic energy range.

While basic research experiments are usually design to

facilitate the probe diagnostics, making accurate measure-

ments in the plasma processing reactors requires getting over

many convoluted problems. Large rf plasma potentials at the

fundamental frequency and its several harmonics, low-

frequency noise due to ionization instabilities in molecular

and electronegative gases, the probe surface, and the cham-

ber wall contamination by low-conductive deposits lead to

significant distortions of the probe characteristics. These dis-

tortions are hard to recognize on the probe I/V characteristic,

they become apparent only on its derivatives. Importance of

the real-time display of the second derivative is often

ignored, and many publications show significantly distorted

EEPFs measured with some commercial or in-house

assembled probe systems. Such EEPFs are usually missing

information about low energy (e � Te) and high-energy

(e � e*) electrons. Examples of such measurements are dis-

cussed below.

V. ESSENTIAL FEATURES OF THE PROBE SYSTEMS
FOR EEDF MEASUREMENTS

Building in-house probe system for reliable EEDF mea-

surement is not a trivial task. Lately, many researchers mak-

ing probe measurements have turned to commercial

instruments. These probe systems are built by different com-

panies in different countries and claim advantages of their

instruments over competitor’s. Sometimes, such claims have

very little to do with actual capability of the instruments to

deliver accurate results.

Since no standardized tests or any unified specifications

have been developed for the plasma probe instruments, their

performance can only be assessed by available measurement

results. We put together the results of EEPF measurements

in similar plasmas measured in different laboratories with

different probe systems.35–38 These results are presented in

Figs. 7–11.

EEPFs measured with different instruments in argon ICPs

at similar conditions are shown in Figs. 7–9. The shape of

EEPF39 measured with the instrument35 and shown in Fig. 7 is

convex in its low energy part resembling a Druyvestein distri-

bution. Very different EEDFs shapes40 are obtained in the

similar plasma measured with two others probe systems37,38

and shown in Fig. 8. Here, both measured EEPFs are very

similar to each other and demonstrate concave shapes in the

low energy part of EEPFs, while showing different energy

resolution and level of noise.

FIG. 6. EEPF in ICP at different argon pressure.30 Vertical lines show

plasma potentials.

FIG. 7. EEPF in ICP at argon pressure of 2.2 mTorr.39

FIG. 8. EEPFs in ferromagnetic enhanced ICP in argon at 1.2 mTorr (Ref. 40)

measured with different probe systems.37,38
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The energy resolution is an essential parameter affecting

the accuracy of the EEDF measurement, and it is defined by

the energy interval, De, between the zero crossing and the

maximum of the EEPF.7,9 High energy resolution requires

fast response time, competing with other instrument design

requirements, such as plasma noise suppression and acquisi-

tion rate of the full EEDF. The interval, De, is also increased

by the probe contamination, stray impedance in the probe

current path, and the plasma potential instability.9 The crite-

rion for acceptable energy resolution is De<Te, otherwise

the information about low energy electrons is lost, while

those electrons are the bulk of the plasma density. High ac-

curacy in measured EEPF requires De=TeL
 (0.3–0.5). The

EEDFs shown in Fig. 8 have the temperature of the low

energy group, Tel� 2.0 eV, but different energy resolution,

De=Te¼ 0.25 and 0.62.

The EEDFs with low energy peak (similar to that shown

in Fig. 8) at very low gas pressure are common in the CCP

dominated by the sheath heating (Fig. 5) and in the ICP in

the regime of anomalous skin effect (Fig. 6). The EEDF of

the similar plasma shown in Fig. 7 is apparently distorted,

likely, by the “Druyvesteinization” effect9 caused by the

stray impedance in the probe measurement circuit. The stray

impedance compensation is an important function of the

EEDF instrument and was implemented in probe system to

obtain undistorted EEDFs shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

Another important characteristic of the EEPF measure-

ment instrument is its dynamic range that is the ratio

between the EEPF maximum and its minimal values undis-

torted by noise. The dynamic range of a probe system limited

by noise defines the system ability to get the high-energy

part of the distribution undistorted. A desirable dynamic

range for EEPF measurements is about 3–4 orders of magni-

tude, which corresponds to the confident energy interval

emax� (7–9)Te for a Maxwellian EEDF. Larger dynamic

range in the measured EEPF may be affected by the second

derivative of the ion current.9

The confident energy intervals measured in the noisy

plasma41 with two probe systems35,36 are demonstrated in

Fig. 9, where emax� 4 eV (corresponding to dynamic range

of 10) is found for one system, while emax� 10 eV (corre-

sponding to the dynamic range of 103) is found for other

system.

The dynamic range is, obviously, a problem for the data

obtained in the plasma processing reactor with argon at vary-

ing rf power,9 as shown in Fig. 10(a). In this case, the confi-

dence energy interval, emax, is only a half of that shown in

Fig. 10(b) demonstrating the dynamic range of 3–4 orders of

magnitude. Similar measurements in the same reactor with

oxygen plasma presented in Fig. 11(a) show emax even fur-

ther skewed by the plasma noise, which can be suppressed as

demonstrated in Fig. 11(b).

Difficulties in getting accurate EEPF measurements in

processing reactors operating with complicated gas mixture

of molecular and electro-negative gases are compounded by

significant level of multi-frequency rf and low frequency

noise and deposition of low-conductive films on the probe

surface and chamber wall. Such conditions require the probe

filters with extra high rf rejection, sophisticated algorithms

for the low-frequency noise suppression, automated probe

cleaning routines, and mitigation of the stray impedance of

the probe circuit.

FIG. 9. EEPFs measured in PEGASUSE propulsion system41 with different

probe instruments.35,37 Note the both EEPFs are distorted (deviate from

Maxwellian) in the low energy range. The reason is the absence of the stray

impedance compensation feature in the used home-made probe.

FIG. 10. EEPFs measured with different probe systems36,37 in the same

plasma.9 Dashed lines indicate the noise threshold limiting reliable EEPF

measurement.
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A detailed comparison of EEPFs measured with different

probe systems in an ICP plasma reactor shown in Figs. 10 and

11 reveals more about their significant differences.9 As seen in

Fig. 10(b), the low energy (e< e*) part of EEPFs for rf power

ranging from 0.25 to 2 kW is Maxwellian. At low power, the

EEPF slope changes at energy e> e*¼ 11.56 eV, which is

clearly visible for P¼ 250 W, indicating depletion of energetic

electrons in the inelastic energy range. Increasing rf power

gives rise to the plasma density and, thus, to electron-electron

collision frequency which leads to Maxwellization of the

EEPF tail. At 2.0 kW (Te¼ 2.2 eV and n¼ 1� 1012 cm�3), the

EEDF becomes very close to Maxwellian even above argon

ionization energy, ei¼ 15.76 eV. None of these details are dis-

tinguishable in Fig. 10(a).

The data presented in Fig. 10(a) show evolution of

EEDF from Maxwellian at low power to Druyvestein-like at

high rf power. Such “de-Maxwellization” of EEDF when the

plasma density is increasing contradicts to plasma physics, it

points up to a deficiency of the instrument, most likely, its

failure to compensate stray resistance of the probe circuit.

The data obtained with the same instrument in oxygen dis-

charge, see Fig. 11(a), look Maxwellian-like in the energy

range below 6 eV at all powers. This “improvement” is due

to the fact that the plasma density in oxygen ICP is substan-

tially smaller than in argon for the same power. That makes

the probe current significantly smaller and reduces EEDF

distortions inflicted by the uncompensated stray resistance of

the probe current path.

EEDF measurements in chemically active processing

plasmas may present serious challenge due to rapid probe

contamination. The probe coating affecting measurements

may occur in less than few milliseconds, and the probe

cleaning before measurements may not be enough. The good

news is that probes may be cleaned in intervals between suc-

cessive data acquisitions. The choice and effectiveness of a

particular cleaning algorithm depend on the actual deposition

rate and may require a bit of experimentation while looking

at the real-time EEPF display. Monitoring the probe charac-

teristics and its derivatives makes possible immediate recog-

nition of distortions.

Different techniques for mitigating problems mentioned

above9 give opportunities for high quality EEDF measure-

ments in harsh environment of plasma processing reactors.

Examples of such measurements are given Figs. 12–14.

FIG. 11. EEPFs measured with different probe systems in the same (as in

Fig. 10) ICP reactor with oxygen.

FIG. 12. EEPFs measured with37 in an industrial ICP reactor filled with dif-

ferent processing gases: Ar, O2, HBrþO2, and HBr at 15 mTorr.42

FIG. 13. EEPFs measured with37 in ICP filled with ArþH2.43
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Fig. 12 demonstrates EEPFs measured in a two-inductor

ICP reactor,42 operated with Ar, O2, HBr, and HBrþO2 at 15

mTorr. While argon data demonstrate the baseline quality of

the measurements, small De=Te values and high dynamic

range of EEDFs in the reactive gas environment give confi-

dence in these data.

Similarly trustworthy EEPFs are shown in Fig. 13, they

were measured in ICP reactor operating in pure Ar gas and

Ar þ H2 mixture.43 The energy resolution, De=Te � 0.1, and

the dynamic range of 3–4 orders of magnitude are evidences

of good EEPF accuracy. Such data can be used with full con-

fidence for plasma density, electron temperature, and reac-

tion rate calculations as appropriated integrals of EEDF.43

The EEPFs measured in the same reactor operating with

Ar and CH4 added to plasma from surface and gaseous sour-

ces44 are shown in Fig. 14. Despite intense polymer film dep-

osition in this reactor, the measured EEPFs demonstrate

good energy resolution, high dynamic range, and low noise

level.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Ubiquitous Langmuir probe diagnostics is the subject of

inaccuracies associated with non-Maxwellian electron

energy distribution, uncertainty in locating the plasma poten-

tial, and arbitrariness in the ion current extrapolation. These

shortcomings may lead to significant errors in the inferred

plasma parameters, n and Te. The errors in Te and n mainly

occur because of diversion of the EEDF from the

Maxwellian distribution in the elastic energy range. In such

cases, the traditional Langmuir procedure is not applicable

for accurate measurement of plasma parameters.

The error in locating the plasma potential gets exponen-

tially augmented in inference of the plasma density value.

The error due to arbitrariness in the ion current extrapolation

creates uncertainty in Ie(V) at V<Vf, that becomes pro-

nounced in low-density plasmas with rising of kD/ap ratio.

Numerous studies comparing the plasma density found

from the IPPC and EPPC (using Langmuir and Druyvestein

procedure), as well as from different microwave probes,

have demonstrated differences up to an order of magnitude.

Comparison of plasma densities obtained with ion orbital

and radial motion theories shows even more diversion.

Such significant differences in plasma parameters are

due to deficiencies in existing IPPC theories making numer-

ous assumptions, which are not always valid for real plasma

conditions. The most detrimental of them is the assumption

of a Maxwellian EEDF, although ion collisions and distor-

tion of one-dimensional structure around cylindrical probe

and ambipolar field unaccounted in existing IPPC theories

can be essential problems.

A non-Maxwellian EEDF can be incorporated into exist-

ing IPPC theories, but this requires a priori knowledge of the

EEDF. The IPPC collisionless theories cover only the gas

pressure range up to few mTorr, while collisionless require-

ments of Langmuir and Druyvestein theories for the EPPC

are valid (depending on probe size) up to fraction and few

Torr.

Based on comprehensive studies in Refs. 10, 18, 19,

and 21, we conclude that the plasma density inferred from

the ion part of the probe characteristic consistently differs

from other methods. That makes plasma parameters inferred

from IPPC with a thin cylindrical probe unreliable.

Demand in past decades for development of the low gas

pressure, technological plasmas fueled further progress of

the gas discharge physics. It evolved from the local fluid par-

adigm to non-local kinetic paradigm involving phenomena

of non-local and non-linear electrodynamics.45–51 Non-

equilibrium plasmas created by dc and rf fields at low gas

pressure are rarely Maxwellian (even in the elastic energy

range), and the only meaningful way for their diagnostics

with Langmuir probe is high resolution measurement of an

actual, non-Maxwellian EEDF over wide energy span.

Accurately measured electron energy distribution allows

unambiguous calculation of the plasma parameters and rates

of the transport and reaction processes as corresponding inte-

grals of the measured EEDF.

The collisionless probe theory for the electron part of

the probe characteristic used in Langmuir and Druyvestein

methods, as well as the concept of the cut-off probe, is

founded on well-defined basic principles, giving these meth-

ods definite advantage over alternatives. Few limitations of

these methods are unambiguous and have proven practical

solutions to comply.7–9

Taking the derivatives, dI/dV and/or dI2/dV2 of the

probe characteristics is the credible way for pinpointing the

plasma potential, while the real-time display of the I(V)

derivatives makes possible detection and mitigation of prob-

lems which may occur in a particular measurement setup.

Reviews7,9 set guidelines for quality of EEDF measure-

ments and described in details different methods to accom-

plish them. These reviews also discuss numerous problems

and practical approaches to overcome them in order to make

accurate measurements. However, many published results of

EEDFs obtained with commercial or in-house assembled

FIG. 14. EEPFs measured with37 in ICP filled with ArþCH4 at the condition

of strong polymer film deposition.44 The deviation from Maxwellian EEPFs

is clearly seen at e> e*¼ 11.56 eV.
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probe systems do not suffice requirements of the state-of-

the-art plasma science and technology.

Numerical simulation codes are now the main tool for

analyzing the plasma electrodynamics, transport, and

kinetics in commercial reactors. Simulation codes applied to

complex processing gases are sometimes lacking reliable

plasma-chemical cross sections; they also ignore effects of

nonlocal and nonlinear plasma electrodynamics which is

dominant in rf plasmas at low gas pressure. It is essential to

validate numerical codes by comparing their prediction with

actual plasma parameters obtained from measured EEDF.

Examples of high quality EEDFs measurements are pre-

sented in Figs. 10–14. These measurements performed in

harsh conditions of commercial plasma reactors with chemi-

cally active mixtures prove their feasibility, providing

adequate instruments and basic probe handling skills.
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